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Logos are part of everyday life. Each store has its own logo designed to convey its position in the marketing community. Each store has shelves of products, each marked with the company logo, which tells users who provide that particular product. Each TV station, radio station, publisher, website and
manufacturer has a logo specially designed for them. The design of the logo is part of the visual language of advertising, consumerism and identification. Logos are designed to convey history in seconds. In the marketing field, logos help attract the attention of consumers and provide them with visual
identification with the product or company. The images convey to the user what service or product the company provides. This type of brand makes an indelible mark on the collective psyche of consumers, and the logo becomes synonymous with the company. When a user sees a smiling green man
dressed in a leaf toga, she knows that can corn is a green giant brand of corn. A successful logo lights up the company name into images. This does not necessarily mean that the image and words are physically combined. This means that the name brand is so closely aligned with the story image
conveys that the visual connection is formed within the user's mind. One of the most successful logos is the logo of the Gibraltar rock prudential insurance company. Users only need to see the rock image to associate it with prudential. The story is told at first glance: Prudential is as steady as rock, as cool
as rock, as enduring as Gibraltar rock. Since logos have to fight for the attention of users and win it in seconds, their success is based on instant recognition. The best logos are often the least complex, such as Nike's simple, organic swoosh and american broadcasting company's white Bauhaus letters
over a black circle. Logo design is one of many services performed by graphic designers. Graphic designers are trained not only in computer programs to create images and fonts, but also for the psychology of logos. The graphic designer uses color, letters, images, and shapes to transmit his client's
message to the target market. To do this effectively, the designer must fully understand the customer and his product. Color associations are very important for logo designs: primary color companies producing baby products, soft greens for health professionals and health products, bright red or hard
blues department stores. Logo design, the graphic designer must combine all the design elements and assemble them based on the psychology behind consumerism. Are users overwhelmed by the constant onslaught of logos? Are the thousands of designs displayed every day to defeat the goal of
individualization companies? Logos have always been important although they may be understanding their benefits. Logos are as unique to companies as signatures, so they have certain guarantees. When a consumer sees a particular logo and recognizes it, he immediately understands what the
product is, what the company makes the product and how he can expect the product to work. Names alone are much harder to remember than those related to shape, shape and color. This was true since before the Middle Ages, when craftsmen and traders hung shingles with pictures depicting their
articles. When most residents didn't know how to read or write, these signs served as guides, instructing people where they could purchase the goods they needed. Certain characters have acquired broad values; barrel hangs above the door designated as a winery and hammer and anvil painted on a
board painted people in a blacksmith shop. These early country logos are the ancestors of the logo design. Far from the green, these objects and painted signs were skillfully made, and often displayed decorative wrought iron poles. Just as these signs target villagers, logos target consumers to the
products they want. Decorative, eye-catching and sometimes iconic logos continue to be an important part of cultural consumerism. There are many tasks, processes and people involved in the production of the book. Solutions are usually not up to one person individually, but a group of people each with
their own requirements and style preferences, so successful and open-minded editorial/designer/client relationships are crucial for high quality results. Here are 10 tips to ensure that your book design is as good as it can be.01. Making gutters enoughText books often interfere with the open book arch
difficult to read, because the text on the inner right side of the left side of the page (verso) or on the inner left side of the right page (recto) bends into the gutter. This usually means that the designer failed to make the gutters wide enough. Usually a great must book, the left and right inner gutters should be
at least 25mm on each side. But much depends on how the book is made. For example, when the book is perfect for connecting using hot melt glue, it often dries very stiff and does not allow the book to fix the flat. On the contrary, cold melt glue is more flexible when dry, and allows the books to flatter. If
you previously had books made from the same printer/binder, it's a good start to measure to see how many previous books arch the text into the gutter. This will help you ensure that your gutters are wide enough to make the text readable. The usual practice when creating books is to add a running head
on the left page that contains the book title and another right page with a section title. This will greatly help ability to navigate the book. In addition, if the book receives or divided into electronic documents, it will be easy to find the source of the book. For these reasons, it is usually a good idea to include
section numbers for running heads as well as section names. Some books use Roman numerals (I-X) to separate the introductory and main sections of the prelim pages - but is it the device that had its day? I would argue that more clearly and use Arabic numbers (0-9) instead, and explain the division of
sections in other ways.04. Word spacing for better print spacesWord is essential to make your text look the best. The default word spacing (also known as justification) based on text values quarkXPress and Adobe InDesign CC are as follows: Each font is different, making it difficult to create a complex
and fast rule. However, overall, shrinking word spacing to about 90 percent usually creates a smoother and tighter line, reducing the holes in the space of harsh words and improving the reading experience. Bookseller Jost Hochuli believes that the word spacing required in lowercase letters e is sufficient
for the average size of the word space.05. To get even smoother character spacing in a reasonable text string, you should adjust the space between characters or letters. Again, the amount will vary, but overall the value of -3% (Adobe InDesign) or -0.6 (QuarkXPress) for a minimum and 3% (Adobe
InDesign) or 0.6 (QuarkXPress) maximum is sufficient (Adobe InDesign measured 1/1000 em in space and QuarkXPress measured at 1/200 em in space).06. Paper selectionA paper selection is an important choice for the design of the book and can make a significant contribution to its general feeling.
The amount of high bright white paper used for books has increased rapidly in recent years. However, I would argue that it offers too much contrast between text and paper color, and that whitish or cream paper is not only aesthetically pleasing, but less stressful for the eyes. That said, industry trends
mean it's often quite a challenge to find uncovered off-white or cream paper stocks and even more of a challenge to find coated stocks of off-white or cream paper.07. Questions related to contrastSight white paper, of course, is preferable when you direct your book to people with visual impairments for
whom the greatest contrast is clearly desirable. However, it should be warned that people with dyslexia - believed to be about 10 percent of the world's population - complain that the contrast between bright white paper and text causes an unstable and blurry reading experience and that letters move on
the page (see this Bupa page). For this reason, people with dyslexia often use colored acetate overlays on printed information.08. Preparing tables easy to readOne way designers often arrange columns in a table is a space for them table or body text width. Width. this is not advisable, because you will
increase the space between columns, which may make it more difficult for readers to read the table horizontally. Best practice is to space columns horizontally with at least space between them, but at least 5mm. Creating a close relationship between tables that contain columns horizontally arranged
makes it much easier to read the table horizontally and also associate possible table headings with the table left (first column) to other data on the right.09. Promoting reviewsO often books are published in a very linear way, going through the editorial, design and production stages without receiving
feedback from those who read them – they are rarely tested with people. One way to make the process more circular and user center is to provide information about the back cover or elsewhere that would allow people to give their thoughts and feedback. You can provide a special e-mail address, a web
page with a form, or a paper flip-off form. You never know what feedback you can get: someone can point to something that can help improve the design, or spot an error somewhere that can be corrected by another print run.10. Manage the client processWhere the book is a collaborative effort, you have
to deal with and sense when this is the right time to offer improvements and agree or disagree to make certain changes from feedback. Some customers are open and welcome offers and reviews, others will reject your every offer, claiming that they know better. Jennifer Rowsell perhaps sums up the
relationship best: Textbooks (in my study, read textbooks) and other educational systems are a product of a long collaborative process between participants whose roles in the company are sometimes complemented and sometimes conflicted. The resulting artifact, equal to what it may seem, cannot be
the result of many changes and compromises, not only from different points of view, but different functions for text. Words: Thomas BohmThomas Bohm works for book publishers and companies, and runs User Design, a graphic communication design, illustration and production service. Now read these!
These!
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